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Abstract— Maximizing network connectivity while maintaining
a useful period of lifetime is a challenging design objective for
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Satisfying such objective
becomes an even more intricate task in harsh operational
environments such as those found in forestry applications. While
much work has been presented aimed at forestry applications,
only a few have addressed the unique characteristics of forestry
settings, such as 3-D deployment and operational requirements.
In this paper, we introduce a novel deployment strategy for relay
nodes in WSNs for forestry applications. The strategy optimizes
network connectivity, while guarantying specific network
lifetime. Key to our contribution is a revised definition for
network lifetime that is more realistic and more fitting to forestry
applications. The effectiveness of our strategy is validated
through extensive simulation and comparisons.
Keywords-Connectivity, Lifetime,
Wireless Sensor Networks
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I. INTRODUCTION
Relay Node (RN) placement in Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) used for environmental monitoring, viz. forestry
applications is a challenging problem where nodes and
communication links are subject to several risks. Firstly, nodes
may be destroyed (fail) by extreme weather conditions such as
rain and snow, wild animals attack, etc. Secondly,
communication channels are highly affected by weather
conditions, growing plants and areas of dense trees. This
makes connectivity one of the most challenging and important
factors to be considered in the placement problem. Moreover,
since it is undesirable to re-visit harsh forestry environments
for node replacement or recharging during the monitoring
process, the deployed and tightly connected nodes must be
guaranteed to live for a pre-specified lifetime period.
Therefore, connectivity and lifetime are the most important
factors to be considered in the deployment proposed in this
work.
What makes RN placement in forests more challenging is
that nodes are not only placed at different variations in the
horizontal plane, but also at different vertical levels (e.g. on
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trees, at soil surface and even underground). There is
increased interest in forestry applications such as CO2 flux
monitoring, forest fire detection, river sensing experiments,
imagery and ecological video monitoring, etc.
Existing WSN deployment schemes for forestry applications
[12][13][14] are not always based on sound connectivity
models, but rather on simplified (and inapplicable) lifetime
models, and have not addressed the problem of connectivity in
3-D space (a more natural model in forestry applications). In
an earlier work [1], RN placement in forestry applications has
been studied while considering connectivity in 3-D model, but
with no lifetime constraints.
In this paper we consider a more general and practical WSN
setting in which RNs are assumed to have a limited amount of
energy. To the best of our knowledge, and even though there
are several definitions for WSNs lifetime in literature, there is
no agreement of a definition for forestry; which might lead to
incorrect lifetime estimation and hence, resource wastage.
Our contributions in this paper are as follows. Firstly, we
explore the most suitable lifetime definition for forestry. The
appropriateness of that definition is compared to other lifetime
definitions in literature. Secondly, using forestry-specific
lifetime definition, we introduce a 3-D RN placement
optimization problem in forests, with the objective of
maximizing connectivity, with constraints on the number of
RNs and network lifetime. Finally, we propose an optimal
solution for the 3-D RN deployment problem. Performance of
the optimal solution is evaluated and compared to suboptimal
deployment, in the presence of varying probabilities of
disconnected nodes (PDN), using lifetime and connectivity
metrics.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, related work is outlined. In Section III, system
models and the placement problem are described. In Section
IV, an optimal 3-D deployment strategy is proposed. The
performance of the proposed strategy is evaluated and
compared to other deployment strategy in Section V. Finally,
the paper is concluded in Section VI.
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II. RELATED WORK
Due to harsh environment conditions, connectivity and
lifetime are of utmost importance; especially when 3-D space
is targeted. However, the majority of WSN deployments and
especially those considering connectivity and lifetime design
factors are in 1-D (linear positioning) and 2-D only [17]. For
example, connectivity in [10] is considered as a primary
objective in 2-D outdoor random deplo yment. In [6],
connectivity is used as a constraint in 1-D deployment. On the
other hand, RN placement and energy provisioning is
investigated in [9] to increase the WSN lifetime. A hybrid
outdoor deployment strategy is proposed in [16] to balance the
network connectivity and lifetime.
We remark that some attempts have been made towards 3-D
deployment. However, connectivity optimizattion with lifetime
constraint has not been investigated yet in 3-D forestry space.
For example, the authors in [3] discussed the maximum
coverage with the least number of Sensor Nodes (SNs) in 3-D.
In [11], effects of sensing and communication range on
connectivity are investigated in 3-D random deployment. The
complexity of the connectivity problem in 3-D forestry
deployment has been addressed and solved in our previous
work [1]. The objective was maximizing connectivity with
constraint on the available number of RNs.
In this research, the placement of the devices should not
only guarantee connectivity but also should ensure that paths
from RNs to the Base Station (BS) are established without
violating their energy limitation. Knowing the initial energy of
each device is not enough for an accurate estimation of
network lifetime in forestry. We should use the most
appropriate lifetime definition for the targeted application.
Lifetime has several definitions in the literature. One of the
most common lifetime definitions states: “it is the time till the
first SN death occurs” [8]. Such definition may not be
appropriate if we are monitoring the forest temperature or
humidity as long as we are still receiving the same information
from other SNs in the same area. Therefore, this definition
may only be considered as a lower bound of other lifetime
SN lifetime.
definitions and does not reflect the actual WS
Similarly, the definition, which says that “it is the time till
the last SN death occurs”, can serve as an upper bound of
other definitions. Both of these definitions are unrealistic for
forestry applications. Another way to define lifetime could
rely on the percentage of nodes alive [8]. But choosing such
percentage threshold is usually arbitrary and does not reflect
the application requirements. In addition, being alive does not
mean that the SN is still connected to the B
BS. Yet, another
approach to evaluate network lifetime is in terms of
connectivity and network partitions [5]. Still these definitions
do not satisfy forest monitoring applications. For instance, if a
set of nodes are destroyed because of the movement of an
animal, or a falling tree in the monitored site, the network can
me other nodes are
still be considered functional as long as som
still alive and connected to the BS. In references [4] and [15],
the lifetime definitions rely on the concept of coverage. But it
is not suitable for some forestry applications where we are not
interested in covering all of the 3-D forestry space.

In general, WSN deployment in 3-D applications is still
considered an open issue. More feasible and accurate
approaches for connectivity maximization under more
practical constraints, in terms of lifetime and available number
of RNs, are required.
III. SYSTEM MODEL & PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we discuss the context of our deployment
problem in the forest environment. We first describe the
device composition of WSN in forestry and how different
devices work together to fulfill the monitoring task. We also
present the sensing model and signal propagation model of the
network devices and communication channels in forestry
applications. Moreover, we explore lifetime models that are
more suited for forest environments. Finally, our placement
problem is defined and notations are explained.
A. Network Model
A two-layer hierarchical WSN architecture is used in this
paper. The lower layer consists of SNs which sense the
targeted phenomena and report it to Cluster Heads (CHs) in
the upper layer. In the upper layer, CHs periodically
communicate with the BS directly or via RNs. Assuming that
SNs have enough energy to perform their tasks, we focus this
work on the upper layer devices.
Let NCH be the total number of CHs to be deployed. The
maximum number of RNs, which can be used to connect CHs
with the BS, is NRN. These RNs may be placed in optimized
locations according to our solution, which we call Optimal 3D
grid deployment with Lifetime Constraint (O3DwLC), or any
other locations based on suboptimal solutions. Based on
forestry requirements, SNs and CHs placement are determined
by the application in order to achieve the desired data
sampling rates; from the desired physical locations. SNs, CHs
and RNs have fixed transmission range which may vary from
one device to another. The BS is placed based on the forestry
application requirements. For better understanding of this
WSN architecture, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1. 3-D grid deployment in the forest.

B. Sensing Model
We consider a binary disk (sphere in 3-D) sensing model
which has the ability to sense events within the disk radius
only. The sensed data may be wind speed, CO2 concentration,
humidity, temperature, etc. We assume that data samples are
taken frequently by SNs and transmitted back to the BS via
CHs based on a synchronized schedule. CHs aggregate sensed
data and coordinate medium access. CHs relay information to
BS through RNs or other CHs.
C. Signal Propagation Model
A forestry signal propagation model which takes into
consideration environmental conditions, trees and vegetations
is proposed in [1]. The signal propagation model in [1] can be
summarized as follows:
P = K −10γ log(d ) − 8.686αd + χ
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In (1) Pr is the power of the received signal at any node in a
non-homogenous forestry environment. d is the desistance
between transmitter and receiver. χ is a random variable
describes the environment. γ is the path loss exponent, α is the
specific attenuation calculated by (3). ht, hr and hf which are
used in (2) to calculate the constant K0, are the transmitter,
receiver and forest mean height, respectively. This signal
propagation model is used to calculate l , which is the edge
length of the 3-D grid shown in Figure 1. Therefore, two
nodes in the grid are connected if they are adjacent vertices.

D. Revised Lifetime Model
Due to harshness in forestry environment, nodes and
communication links (channels) are prone to failure. Losing
some nodes and links in the network causes isolation for other
nodes, which may still have significant energy. Thus, running
out of energy is not the only reason for lifetime termination in
forestry applications. Alternative (redundant) nodes and links
are used in such applications to overcome the isolation
problem. We also note that the effectiveness of the overall
system is little affected by the death of one or a few devices.
Therefore, the usability of the WSN does not end when only a
few devices are exhausted of their energy or redundant devices
experience partitioning. In order to take into consideration that
node/link redundancy, the following forestry-specific lifetime
definition is proposed:
Forestry Lifetime Definition: Lifetime of a WSN is the
time span from deployment to the instant when the percentage
of alive and connected CHs falls below a specific threshold.
In forestry definition, we benefit from device redundancy by
considering the network alive as long as a specific percentage
of CHs, which covers the targeted data, are still alive. These

CHs need not only be alive (i.e. have enough energy and not
destroyed), but also must be connected to the BS. A CH is
connected to BS if it can reach the BS via a single hop or
multiple hops. We remark that the CH is connected to another
node if the distance between them is less than or equal to l in
3-D space. Note that connectivity and percentage of alive
nodes are both addressed in this definition.
Performance of the forestry lifetime definition is evaluated
by comparing it to connectivity-based (CB) and percentage of
alive nodes (PANs) definitions which are defined as follows:
CB Definition: Lifetime of a WSN is the time span from
deployment to the instant when a network partition occurs.
PANs Definition: Lifetime of a WSN is the time span from
deployment to the instant when the percentage of alive nodes
falls below a specific threshold.
Performance metrics of interest in this comparison are the
ratio of alive CHs, ratio of disconnected nodes (CHs/RNs) and
Ratio of Remaining Energy (RRE) in the network. RRE
represents the energy utilization achieved as the functional
network lifetime extends; thus reducing resources waste. More
specifically, RRE is the ratio of the total energy amount over
all nodes (CHs/RNs) at the point where the network is
considered dead to the total energy of all nodes at deployment.
The parameter used in the comparison is the Probability of
Node Failure (PNF). PNF is a measure of the harshness of the
forestry environment. A higher PNF indicates a higher
possibility for node failure; while still having enough energy
to sense and communicate. We simulate 100 random WSNs
which consist of 12 CHs and a total of 50-80 RNs in
700x700x200 (m3) cubic forestry space. Three different cutoff
criteria are used for the network to be considered dead based
on which lifetime definition is used. According to forestry
lifetime definitions, the network is dead when the percentage
of CHs which have enough energy to communicate with the
BS is greater than or equal 50%. The CB definition considers
the network as dead when one or more CHs are partitioned
from the BS. Finally, the PANs lifetime definition assumes the
network is dead when 50% or more of the nodes (RNs/CHs)
run out of energy. The average results of these 100
experiments are reported in Figures 2, 3 and 4.
Figure 2 depicts the ratio of disconnected (isolated) nodes
when the network is considered dead. Note how the CB
definition underestimates lifetime. Using the forestry
definition we observe that the simulated WSNs can remain
functional even when the ratio of disconnected nodes is much
higher than the ratio achieved by the CB definition. Moreover,
the stability of the forestry definition in terms of disconnected
nodes indicates adaptability to various PNF in the forest; since
it is significantly high and varies in the forest. The dependency
of disconnected nodes ratio on the PNF shown in Figure 2,
using CB definition, confirms its unsuitability for forestry
applications.
Figure 3 shows the ratio of alive CHs when the network is
considered dead. Note how definitions relying on percentage
of alive nodes underestimate the lifetime. Since CB and PAN
definitions do not take into consideration node redundancy
they are unsuitable for forestry applications.
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Figure 4 shows how the WSN can remain functional even
when the RRE is less than 0.2 using the forestry definition.
While using CB and PANs definitions the WSN is considered
dead even when it has around 60% of the initial deployed
energy. This in turn leads to more efficient resource utilization
and accurate lifetime estimation.
Let the number of rounds be the measuring unit of WSN
lifetime in this research, where in each round every CH
communicates with the BS at least once. For any simulated
WSN, we assume a lifetime equal to an initial number of
rounds (IRs) based on the cutoff criterion of the forestry
lifetime definition. It is clear that adding RNs prolongs
network lifetime. We assume that adding an extra relay node
RNi would prolong lifetime by ERi extra rounds. Hence, to
guarantee that the network will live for a minimum number of
required rounds RLT, the total of extra rounds and initial
rounds must be greater than or equal RLT as shown in

inequality (4) where n is the total number of extra relay nodes.
n
− ∑ ER i ≤ (IRs - RLT)
(4)
i =1
Since we are using the cutoff criterion of the forestry
lifetime definition in calculating both ERi and IRs, inequality
(4) can represent a more forestry-specific lifetime constraint as
elaborated upon in the following sections.

E. Placement Problem
Assuming the above architecture and system models, we
address 3-D placement optimization in forestry WSN
applications. We assume that the SNs, CHs and BS are already
placed in the forest based on the application requirements. We
need to optimize the RN locations in forestry space to get CHs
connected to the BS efficiently; in terms of the total number of
available RNs and network lifetime. Hence, we identify the
placement problem as:
Given a specific sensing task with pre-specified SNs, CHs and
BS locations, determine the positions of RNs that maximize
connectivity between the CHs and the BS with constraints on
the available number of RNs and required lifetime.
We will use the following notations in the placement
problem:
TABLE I.
Notation

Figure 4. Comparison of the three different definitions in terms of RRE.
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Description

αi

A binary variable equals 1 when RN at vertex i in the 3D
grid is allocated and 0 otherwise.

Ai

Incidence matrix that results by adding RNi in the 3D grid;
Ai=[a1, a2, .., am], where ai is the vector that consists of n
elements that can take a value of either 0, 1 or -1 and m is
the total number of edges that is produced by adding RNi.
For example, if adding RNi will establish a connection
between node 1 and 3, then 1st element is set to 1 and 3rd
element is set to -1 and all of remaining elements are set to
zeros.

nc

Total number of possible locations for a RN.

NMST

Number of allocated RNs using the MST algorithm.

Figure 2. Ratio of disconnected CHs and RNs vs. 3 different probabilities of
node (CH/RN) failure.

Figure 3. Ratio of alive CHs vs. 3 different probabilities of node (CH/RN)
failure.

NOTATIONS USED IN THE PLACEMENT PROBLEM.

RNsMST

RNs used in the MST algorithm.

N

Summation of NCH+ NMST+1 (which is the total of CHs, RNs
of MST, and BS).

L(α)

Laplacian matrix which has -1 at the element (i,j) if there is
a connection between node i and j. it has an integer +ve
number at the element (i,i) that represent the number of
edges that are connected to node i (see Figure 5).

Li

Initial Laplacian matrix produced by the allocated CHs,
RNsMST, and the BS nodes.

ERi

Extra Rounds generated by adding RN at vertex i of the
grid.

RLT

Required network Life Time (i.e. total rounds to be achieved
by the deployed WSN).

IRs

Initial Rounds generated without adding any extra RN (i.e.
number of rounds generated by the WSN which has only
CHs, RNsMST, and the BS nodes).

Inxn

Identity matrix of size n by n.

λ2

The second smallest eigenvalue of the simulated WSN
Laplacian matrix L(α) (see Figure 5).

IV. DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY
WSN deployment strategies can be classified as random or
deterministic [17]. Due to the interest of forestry application in
the exact physical location of nodes, deterministic deployment
is a more suitable strategy. One of the most well-known
deterministic deployment techniques is grid-based deployment
[17]. Grid deployment techniques have shown accuracy in 2-D
and 3-D space [16][17]. Applying grid deployment in 3-D
space has several benefits. First, such deployment precisely
limits the search space of the RN locations. Second, it
simplifies the formulation of the placement optimization
problem. Third, it is easy to isolate any faulty (destroyed)
node. Forth, it efficiently limits possible paths to BS. Fifth, it
reflects channel conditions using the specified distance
between the grid vertices. Moreover, grid deployment
provides scalability and flexibility because of its wellorganized structure.
It is assumed that the details of the monitored site are known
and candidate positions on the grid vertices are predetermined. To measure the connectivity of the nodes
deployed in these candidate positions they are considered as a
graph. By formulating the graph Laplacian matrix, we can
measure graph connectivity [7]. Graph connectivity (or
algebraic connectivity) indicates the minimum number of
nodes and links whose removal would disconnect the graph, as
we see in the example shown in Figure 5. The second smallest
eigenvalue (λ2) of the Laplacian matrix measures the graph
connectivity. By maximizing λ2 in our proposed O3DwLC
solution, we maximize the required number of nodes and links
to disjoint paths between nodes in the graph. Hence, a more
reliable and robust WSN is achieved. Lifetime is also
considered in the proposed O3DwLC deployment strategy.
We compare the O3DwLC strategy to a suboptimal forestry
deployment strategy which depends on filling the 3-D space
with the minimum number of relay nodes in order to reduce
network cost. Then, extra relay nodes are uniformly
distributed within the communication range of the minimum
number of relay nodes deployed before as a step in
maximizing network connectivity which also prolong the
lifetime as we will see in the simulation results in section V.

A. Optimal 3D Grid Deployment with Lifetime Constraint
(O3DwLC)
The O3DwLC strategy is achieved by optimaly constructing
a connected Backbone (B) of RNs, as in Figure 6. B is optimal
in terms of the minimum number of RNs (=NMST) used to
connect CHs with BS, and it can stay alive for IRs rounds.
NMST is calculated using the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)
algorithm. The MST algorithm can be applied as shown in
algorithm 1; in reference to Figure 6.
Algorithm 1: MST to construct the optimal backbone B
Function ConstructB(IS: set of nodes to construct B)
Input:
A set IS of the CHs and BS nodes’ coordinates
Output:
A set CC of the CHs, RNs, and BS coordinates
begin
CC = set of closest two nodes in IS
CC = CC  minimum RNs needed to connect
them on 3-D grid
Nd = number of remaining IS nodes which are not
in CC
while Nd > 0 do
i=0
foreach remaining node ni in IS do
Calculate Mi: minimum number of
RNs required to connect the IS node
ni with the closest node in CC.
i = i + 1;
end
SM = smallest Mi
CC = CC  set of SM RNs  ni
N d = Nd - 1
end
end
Now CC is a connected graph. Therefore, we can apply the
graph connectivity concept in [7] to maximize the connectivity
of the CC with one more constraint for lifetime. Since CC is
the B of the deployed WSN that we aim to maximize its
algebraic connectivity, locations of extra allocated (NRN –

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) A graph with 8 nodes and 13 links. The graph’s connectivity characteristics are: one node to disconnect (removal of node 8), two links to
disconnect (removal of links connecting node 8 to nodes 2 and 4), Laplacian matrix of this graph is shown in (b) and λ2 is 0.6277
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(a) Before applying Algorithm 1.
Figure 6. An example of WSN of 7 CHs and 1 BS.

NMST) RNs have to be optimized. These optimal RNs locations
can be found by solving the following Semi-D
Definite Program
(SDP) which is a generalization of Integer Linear Program
(see table 1 for notation):

Maximize S subject to,
⎧
⎪cond .1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪cond .2
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪cond .3
⎪
⎪cond .4
⎩

(5)

nc
∑ αi ≤ (N RN - N MST )
i =1
nc
− ∑ ERiαi ≤ (IRs-RLT)
i =1
1
⎛
⎞
s ⎜ I nxn − 11T ⎟ ≤ L(α )
n
⎝
⎠
0 ≤ αi ≤ 1

(b) After applying Algorithm 1.

nc
T
(6)
L (α ) = L i + ∑ α i A i A i
i =1
4. Pre-calculate the ERi associated with each αi.
5. Solve the SDP problem in (5) to find the nonBoolean (estimated prioritized) solution.
6. Optimize locations of extra RNs that maximize
connectivity of the constructed B by solving (5).
7. Find the Boolean solution of the deployment problem
(i.e. which RNs to be allocated on the 3D grid) using
the heuristic approach.
Based on the output of this strategy, the locations of RNs are
determined.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In (5), to maximize λ2 (i.e. graph connectivity of B) we
maximize the scalar variable S with constraints 3 and 4 [7].
Forestry lifetime constraint appears in the second condition of
(5). In cond. 2, each extra RN added to B can increase the
number of rounds a network can live for by ERi rounds. The
total of ERs and IRs must be greater than or equal to the
required lifetime a network is deployed for. Therefore, RLT
rounds are guaranteed by allocating the corresponding extra
RNs in the solution found by this SDP. The extra number of
RNs used in deployment are limited by cond. 1 and cond. 4 in
(5).
By solving this SDP formulated in (5), we can achieve a
prioritized estimation of the extra added RNs since the
resultant solution is non-Boolean. Therefore, we can use a
heuristic approach to find the exact solution which specifies
the extra RNs to be allocated. This heuristic allocates RNs
associated with the highest αi’s generated by the SDP solver
(e.g. SDPA-M Matlab package) that has values greater than
0.5. The following steps summarize the O3DwLC strategy:
1. Apply Algorithm 1, described in this section, to
optimize the required number and locations of RNs
used to construct B.
2. Pre-calculate the coefficient matrices (A1 ,A2 ,…,Anc)
associated with each αi.
3. Calculate L(α) using (6).

In this section, our proposed O3DwLC strategy is evaluated
and compared to a suboptimal deployment strategy, which we
call Shortest Path 3-D grid deployment (SP3D). In SP3D
strategy, MST algorithm is used to allocate the minimum
number of RNs on the 3-D grid vertices in order to connect
CHs with the BS (i.e. formulating the backbone B). Then,
extra RNs are uniformly distributed within the communication
range of B devices. Therefore, each extra RN has at least one
adjacent node from B on the 3-D grid. This type of
deployments is naturally used in environmental applications
such as forest fire detection and soil experiments [13][14].
Moreover, SP3D is used as a baseline in this research due to
its efficiency in choosing number of RNs used in B and its
ability to prolong the network lifetime. Both strategies are
evaluated under different PDNs varying from 0-40% using
two different metrics, connectivity and lifetime. The influence
of the estimated value of the required RNs on the WSN
connectivity and lifetime is also addressed.
A. Simulation Model
We simulate 100 randomly generated WSNs in this
experiment in 700*700*200 (m3) 3-D space of the monitored
site. The simulated WSNs consist of 12 CHs, one BS and 98
RN candidate positions. Each CH is connected to 10 SNs.
Based on measurements taken in a forestry site in [12], we set
our signal propagation model variables to be as follows: γ=4.8,
δ=10, Pmin= -104 (dB), ht=14 (m), hr=1 (m), and hf=30 (m),
and χ to be a random variable that follows a log-normal
distribution function with variance 3. We assume fixed and
equal transmission ranges to simplify results representation.
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Thus, using (1) and based on our binary disk sensing model,
the grid edge length l = 100( m ). We remark here that the
number of RN candidate positions is 98 due to the size of the
monitored 3-D space (i.e. the 3-D grid size), the edges length
of the grid and the number of positions occupied by other
devises such as CHs and BS.
We assume CHs and BS are randomly pre-positioned on 3D grid, see Figure 6 (a). Then, using the O3DwLC strategy we
optimize locations of RNs that maximize λ2 without violating
the lifetime constraint. We assume at least 20 rounds as a
lifetime constraint. For comparison purposes, we simulate the
lifetime and connectivity for different numbers of RNs for
both strategies, O3DwLC and SP3D. Each simulation
experiment is repeated 100 times and average results are
reported.

Figure 10 shows how O3DwLC solution outperforms SP3D
solution under different PDN. O3DwLC solution stays
connected even under PDN = 40%.
From Figures 7 and 9 we also observe that increasing the
connectivity value of the WSN will increase the lifetime since

B. Simulation Results
The main two metrics used to evaluate performance of the
O3DwLC strategy in the forest are network lifetime and
connectivity (λ2). Two main simulation parameters are used:
number of RNs and PDN. PDN is the probability of a node to
be disconnected while it still has enough energy to
communicate with the BS. We chose this metric to evaluate
the forestry deployments since it is the key factor that reflects
the environment harshness of the forest in terms of weak
signal receiving and physical node damage.
While the O3DwLC strategy optimizes locations of RNs in
order to achieve the highest λ2, SP3D attempts to find
locations of extra RNs (deployed after constructing the
optimized graph B) by uniformly distributing them on 3-D
grid vertices that most probably will increase the network
connectivity. Therefore, it is expected from O3DwLC to
outperform the SP3D in terms of connectivity and total
number of nodes as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7 presents the average λ2 for both strategies using
different total numbers of nodes (RNs and CHs), where
number of CHs is fixed to 12 to see the effect of RNs
placement, and PDN = 0.2. It is clear how the increment in the
deployed RNs leads to increment in connectivity even in the
presence of 20% disconnected nodes using O3DwLC strategy.
Moreover, using 40 nodes only, O3DwLC strategy achieves a
connectivity value higher than the connectivity value achieved
by SP3D using 70 nodes.
We also investigate the effect of PDN, which varies from 040%, on lifetime using both strategies as shown in Figure 8.
We select the number of total nodes in this comparison to be
40 (12 CHs and 28 RNs) to avoid extreme cases where total
number of RNs is too high or too low. From Figure 8, we can
see how the WSN generated by O3DwLC can stay alive
longer time than the SP3D which indicates high reliability due
to operational path existence from CHs to BS even in the
presence of 40% PDN [2].
In Figure 9, we test the effect of the lifetime constraint on
the O3DwLC and SP3D strategies in forestry with PDN =
20%. Under that PDN O3DwLC is still much better in terms
of the total rounds a network can live for. Not surprisingly, the
difference in lifetime of the WSNs generated using both
strategies decreases as the total number of RNs increases due
to connectivity increment.
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Figure 7. Connectivity vs. total nodes.

Figure 8. Lifetime vs. PDN for 28 RNs.

Figure 9. Lifetime vs. Number of Nodes under PDN=0.2 and RLT=20.

Figure 10. Connectivity vs. prob. of disconnected nodes.

both figures are simulating the same WSNs with the same
total number of nodes.
VI. CONCLUSION
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In this paper, RN placement in 3-D forestry space is
investigated. Given a specific sensing task with pre-specified
SNs, CHs and BS locations, an RN placement strategy
determines the RNs positions on a 3-D grid to maximize
connectivity between the CHs and the BS with constraints on
the available number of RNs and required lifetime. For a more
realistic lifetime constraint, several lifetime definitions in
literature are discussed and compared. A forestry lifetime
definition, which depends on percentage of alive and
connected CHs, is then proposed. This forestry lifetime
constraint is adopted in our RN placement strategy that is
evaluated under different PDNs and compared to suboptimal
deployment strategies in environmental applications.
Simulation results show the effectiveness of our 3-D
deployment strategy in terms of connectivity, lifetime and
number of required RNs under harsh environmental
conditions.
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